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Through learning and temperance to virtue

THE SYMBOLS OF

The symbols of CUHK-Shenzhen are directly drawn from CUHK.
EMBLEM
The emblem of CUHK is the mythical Chinese bird, the feng ( 鳳 ). The feng is an
immortal bird which has been regarded as the Bird of the South since the Han
dynasty. It is a symbol of nobility, beauty, loyalty and majesty.
COLORS
The University colors of CUHK are purple and gold, respectively representing devotion
and loyalty, and perseverance and resolution.
MOTTO
The motto of CUHK is ' 博文約禮 ' (bó wén yuē lǐ) or 'Through learning and
temperance to virtue'. These words of Confucius have long been considered a
principal precept of his teaching. It is recorded in the Analects of Confucius that the
Master says, 'The superior man, extensively studying all learning, and keeping himself
under the restraint of the rules of propriety, may thus likewise not overstep what is
right’ (Legge’s version of the Four Books). In choosing ' 博文約禮 ' as its motto, CUHK
is laying equal emphasis on the intellectual and moral aspects of education.

PRESIDENT’S
WELCOME

欢迎

Добро пожаловать

¡Bienvenidos!

Education is not merely the transmission of knowledge and skills. The founding
fathers of the Chinese University of Hong Kong were inspired by a mission to
revitalize a nation, and a similar desire motivates us today as we build the
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen.

환영합니다
Selamat Datang

As a young and vibrant university, CUHK-Shenzhen is committed to nurturing
a new generation of leaders. Through excellence in teaching, research and
knowledge transfer, we hope to contribute globally by grooming future generations
who are international in outlook, learned in their disciplines, upright in character,
and committed to serving the needs of society.
Despite our youth, we have established a solid foundation and demonstrated
what we are capable of achieving in the future. CUHK-Shenzhen is managed
democratically. Our teaching staff are first rank academics recruited globally,
including Nobel Laureates. They are developing fields of study that are poised
at the cutting edge of human knowledge. The collegiate system and general
education courses contribute to the development of all-round development
of students.

دیدمآ شوخ

Witam

Welkom

Bem-vindo
歓迎する

ต้อนรับ
Willkommen

Now more than ever the world needs to unite, to learn the lessons of tradition
and combine them with modernity. At a time when the world is seeking solutions,
we shall be firm in our resolve and march with courage and faith towards the
realization of our goals.

Prof. Yangsheng Xu
President
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
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98%
Over 98% of graduates
who seek employment
are employed shortly
after graduating

THROUGH LEARNING AND
TEMPERANCE TO VIRTUE

#1

CUHK-Shenzhen is the top-ranked
joint venture university in China

5
Study at one of our
five schools –
SME, SSE, SDS,
LHS, HSS
more schools will be established
in the upcoming years

100%
Full Tuition Scholarships
which covers all tuition
fees and accommodation

141,300

43

Our graduates who
seek employment are
receiving an average
annual salary of
141,300rmb

Earn a degree from a
university ranked 43rd in
the world (QS World
University Rankings, 2021)

¾

Over 75% of CUHK
Shenzhen graduates
pursue higher degrees,
two thirds of whom are
admitted to QS World’s
Top 50 universities

https://www.topuniversities.com/universityrankings/world-university-rankings/2021

13
13th in Asia
(QS World University
Rankings, 2021)
https://www.topuniversities.com/universityrankings/asian-university-rankings/2021
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70+

Live in one of our
four colleges – Shaw,
Diligentia, Muse and
Harmonia

Over seventy student
clubs at CUHKShenzhen covering
a diverse array of
activities and interests

140
The CUHK-Shenzhen
campus is huge and
gorgeous, already the
size of 140 football
fields and growing

20
Choose from
20 cutting-edge
undergraduate
programmes

1-2%

100+

You’ll be studying and
building networks with
elite Chinese students,
the top 1-2% by GPA
from across China

Touch the world with
over 100 partnerships
with other worldrenowned universities

20%
With one fifth of China’s
PhDs living and working
in Shenzhen, it’s no
wonder it is such a
dynamic business and
technology hub

33
Shenzhen is a very young
and vibrant city with an
average age of just 33

15
Just 15 minutes on
the new high speed
train from Shenzhen
to Hong Kong or 30
minutes to Guangzhou

2nd
In Lonely Planet’s list
of ‘top 10 cities to visit
in 2019’, Shenzhen
ranked second as the
best places to visit
worldwide

360+

60%

6

Well over 360
outstanding faculty
trained, educated
and experienced from
around the world

Almost two thirds of
the student population
has international
study experience

Your opportunity to
learn from the six Nobel
Laureates and Turing
Prize winners who work
at CUHK Shenzhen

16
Student to faculty
ratio 16:1

Why China?
The ever expanding role of China in global business increasingly demands expertise in this culture.
Consistent with economic development, China is also undergoing an educational revolution.

WHY CHINA?
China in “The Asian Century”
Rapidly changing, hugely diverse
Global influence
World's second largest economy
Largest exporter and second largest importer of goods

Self-development

Quality of Education
China as world leader
Educational revolution
Global perspective
Low tuition fees and living costs

Travel and Discovery

Broaden your world perspective
Understand Chinese culture
Learn Mandarin Chinese
Internships and work opportunities

Explore an ancient culture
World class transport
Gateway to Asia
Study at other elite universities worldwide

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

“Doing one’s College degree in China, rather than picking up knowledge of China later
in life would be the most effective way for ambitious youth to give themselves an
enormous advantage in life.”
Prof. Jesús Seade
Special Advisor to the President, CUHK-Shenzhen
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Why CUHK-Shenzhen?

WHY CUHK-SHENZHEN?
Quality Education
Earn a degree from a university ranked 43rd in
the world and 9th in Asia (QS World University
Rankings® 2021)
One Brand, Two Campuses: applying CUHK
standards and expectations
Top tier teaching staff recruited globally
Fields of study that combine different disciplines,
poised at the cutting edge of human knowledge
State of the art facilities on a world-class campus
Forward looking comprehensive research university
with a global vision

Graduation Benefits
CUHK degrees awarded upon graduation
Approximately two thirds of graduates continue to
postgraduate study at top 50 universities, including
the University of Oxford, University of Cambridge,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, National
University of Singapore, Nanyang Technology University,
Cornell University, and Imperial College London
Almost 99% of graduates who seek employment
find work soon after graduating at companies like
Microsoft, Huawei, PwC, EY, Deloitte, KPMG,
Tencent, IBM, P&G, Unilever and Coca-Cola
Our Alumni program offers ongoing careers support,
networking opportunities and connections to the
university to support your long term development

Whole-person Education
English as the language of instruction
Combining Chinese humanistic ideals with western
liberal arts content
An international academic environment
A collegiate system modeled after CUHK to provide
pastoral care and whole-person education
A lively campus setting with a wide range of activities to
encourage social engagement

Extensive Opportunities
University and government scholarships covering full
accommodation and tuition fees
Study and build relationships with elite students from
across China and the world
Shenzhen: China’s Silicon Valley and fastest growing
city. Headquarters of numerous high-tech multinational
enterprises
Take your studies beyond the classroom into the
Maker’s Workshop, Centre for Innovation, Design
and Entrepreneurship, university research facilities,
internships and part-time work opportunities
Study abroad opportunities at elite universities worldwide

“Chinese culture has always fascinated me
and the economy is booming, which makes
China a key-player in the world market now
and in the future. I wanted to be part of this
Chinese success-story and a university with
an international outlook appealed to me.”
Ann-Sophie Choi, Germany
School of Management and Economics

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen

STUDY
@CUHK-SHENZHEN
Tailoring Your Studies
All our undergraduate programs are fouryear duration, featuring a foundation year
followed by three years of intense study
in your selected field. Your studies will
include a mix of core courses to focus your
learning and your choice of electives to
allow you to focus on a specialized area.
Academic programs are adapted to the
global industrial, economic, social and
business environments. Our credit system
offers you flexibility in the selection,

sequence and pace of courses. All courses
are reviewed and supervised by CUHK
for quality. They are designed to impart
cutting-edge knowledge in order to educate
first class scholars and professionals.
After completing the necessary course
units and satisfying the graduation
requirements, you will receive a CUHK
degree. The University’s Bachelor degree
is classified based on your GPA for all
major courses.

The Ideal Academic Environment
Achieve your goals with prestigious professors and elite Chinese students

The Teaching Model
CUHK Shenzhen offers a modern
international educational environment.
The academic year is divided into two
15-week terms each year, The Autumn
Session starts in September and the
Spring Session in January. Classes vary
from small group seminars to mass
lectures, theoretical education to practical
experiments. The courses are assessed

separately by coursework and exams.
All courses, coursework and materials
are delivered in English.
With all courses being monitored for quality
by CUHK, you can rest assured of globally
renowned standards that will culminate in
graduation with a CUHK degree.

The subjects

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

At CUHK-Shenzhen you’ll study subjects
which offer a combination of the general
knowledge and specialization in your field
of study to meet your unique needs. Your
studies will include:
University core: courses all students take,
irrespective of their major. This includes
Chinese, English, Mathematics and
General Education.
School core: each school has required
subjects. While science-centred schools
will study Physics and Chemistry, SME
students will explore an Introduction to
Business and Economics.
Programme core: you select your major
at the end of first year. Thus, from the
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beginning of second year, you’ll start studying
a range of courses related to this field.
Electives: focus your knowledge by
choosing subjects specific to your field.
With a wide range of options available,
you’ll be able to expand on your strengths
or interests.
Each major has different proportions of
the above course types. As you progress
through your studies, you will study more
specialized courses in your field of study.
While first year is primarily University and
School core subjects, as you progress your
timetable will fill with subjects specific to
your specialisation.

The staff
Our academic staff have been carefully selected for their knowledge and
expertise. In addition to staff from CUHK, your teachers will include
outstanding talents from world famous universities and research institutions.
Priority has been given to members and fellows of international societies
from interdisciplinary research and emerging fields. The regular faculty are
further enhanced by the visiting academics program, which attracts globally
renowned professors.

The Students
Due to strict admission standards, local Chinese students are selected from
the top 1% of students from prestigious local high schools around China.
This means you will be encouraged, challenged and rewarded by your daily
interaction with dorm mates, classmates and other students you interact with
on campus. On graduation, your future development will benefit from the
networks you’ve developed further supported by our faculty and alumni.

Research
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen is aiming to become one of
the world’s leading research institutions. During your studies, you may get
the opportunity to apply your knowledge in one of our world class research
facilities. In our short history, we have established innovative platforms in robot
and advanced manufacturing, big data and statistics, computer and information
technology, finance and economics, logistics and supply chain, biomedical and
bioinformatics, material science, and new energy science and engineering.
These institutes are led by Nobel Laureates, Turing Prize winners and other
renowned academicians who also complete a teaching role at the university.

Nobel Laureates and Turing Award Winners
John Hopcroft
Turing Award Winner,
Computer Science
1986
Cornell University
Director, Institute of Computer
Science, CUHK-Shenzhen

Myron Scholes
Nobel Laureate, Economics
1997
Stanford University
Special Academic Advisor, Shenzhen
Finance Institute, CUHK-Shenzhen

Yao Chi-Chih
Turing Award Winner,
Computer Science
2000
Tsinghua University
Distinguished Professor-at-Large,
CUHK-Shenzhen

Aaron J. Ciechanover
Nobel Laureate, Chemistry
2004
Israel Institute of Technology
Director, Institute of Precision
Medicine, CUHK-Shenzhen

Brian Kobilka
Nobel Laureate, Chemistry
2012
Stanford University
Director, Institute of Innovative
Drug Discovery, CUHK-Shenzhen

Arieh Warshel
Nobel Laureate, Chemistry
2013
University of Southern California
Director, Institute of Computational
Biology, CUHK-Shenzhen
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen · School of Management and Economics

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
& ECONOMICS
Undergraduate
BBA Economics
Applied Economics
Economic Science
Economics analyzes the behavior of consumption, production,
exchange, and their interactions in domestic and global
settings. Through the study of economics, you will acquire
modern analytical, empirical, and quantitative skills, and
enhance their communicative skills – the requisite abilities
to understand and effectively analyze the economic problems
and issues of today. Our program provides rigorous training
that equips you with the requisite knowledge and skills to
understand economic problems and analyze policy issues
from local and global perspectives.

BBA Global Business Studies
Global Business Management
Global Supply Chain & Logistics Management

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

A global perspective is increasingly important as international
business dynamics change –this programme will give you a
global perspective on business, with particular attention to
the rapidly developing Chinese market. Chinese businesses
are taking more active roles in foreign markets and foreign
companies are tailoring their strategies. Global Business
Management gives you a managerial, organizational, humancentered, and strategic perspective on global business. Global
Supply Chain & Logistics Management analyses the flow of
physical, human, informational and financial resources that
are critical to today's global business. This supply chain stream
is run in cooperation with two other international universities.
Students must study at each of the partner universities for one
semester to complete the degree.

12

BBA Financial Engineering (offered Jointly with SSE and SDS)
Quantitative Finance
FinTech
Meet the finance industry’s demand for strong quantitative
and analytical skills with the potential to become leaders in
the finance industry. You will be equipped with sound financial
modeling and forecasting skills, and be ideally suited to positions
and tasks that require strong quantitative and analytical skills
such as valuation, portfolio analysis, asset allocation, credit
analysis, risk modeling, and structured finance. You’ll receive a
good foundation for careers in investment banking, commercial
and corporate banking and financial services.
Note: due to the admission process for this major, international students
cannot currently be admitted to Financial Engineering. They must demonstrate
their academic ability in first year and then apply to transfer into this program.

BBA Finance
Acquire the analytical skills, practical experiences and global
vision needed to overcome the challenges in the banking and
finance industry. You will gain deep understanding of the
complex interrelationships among the world economies in
terms of the flow of goods, services, and funds, the functions
and operations of financial markets and institutions, and the
interactions among them in a globalized context. This unique
program offers interdisciplinary training in economics and
finance in the context of the global economy. As key global
financial centers, the continuing development of Shenzhen
and Hong Kong offers the ideal environment for acquiring
theoretical and practical knowledge.

BBA Marketing & Communication
Marketing and Communication is an interdisciplinary
programme that equips you with knowledge in marketing,
finance and accounting, management, statistics, and
information technology. Upon completion of the program,
you will be able to communicate verbally and in writing at a
level of effectiveness appropriate for business purposes and
general conversation. You will also be capable of creating and
delivering value in products and services to satisfy the needs
of and build long-term relationships with target customers.

BBA Professional Accountancy
The programme is designed to provide you with a firm
foundation in accounting and solid preparation for professional
practice. In addition to technical accounting/business
knowledge, the programme focuses on leadership skills,
analytical and problem solving skills, and interpersonal and
communication skills. Professionalism, ethics and information
technology are integrated throughout the curriculum.
Moreover, maximum recognition is sought from international
professional accounting bodies, such as the Hong Kong
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (HKICPA), Association
of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and Chinese
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CICPA).

Postgraduate
MSc. in Accounting
MSc. in Business Management
MSc. in Data Science
MSc. in Economics
MSc. in Finance
MSc. in Marketing
MSc. in Information Management and
Business Analytics
MPhil-PhD in Economics
MPhil-PhD in Finance

Contact Us
86-755-2351-8500
smeug@cuhk.edu.cn
http://sme.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen · School of Science and Engineering

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
& ENGINEERING
Undergraduate
BEng. Electronic Information Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Information and communication technology has become the
main driving force of China's economic development. New
Internet-related products and services (online banking, online
trading) are booming, significantly changing people's daily
lives. In the foreseeable future, the revenue generated from
e-commerce will exceed that of many traditional industries.
In turn higher demands have been placed on Internet
performance. You will be at the leading edge of this field,
master of widely applicable knowledge and skills that will help
create the future of IT. You will not only learn principles and
techniques of information transmission, storage, processing,
and analysis, but also engage in developing ideas, designing
prototypes and even participating in technology transfer to
commercial enterprises.

BSc. Mathematics & Applied Mathematics
Applied Mathematics
Financial Mathematics
Pure Mathematics
Scientists and engineers use mathematical knowledge to
formulate theories and natural laws to express their ideas.
This programme is designed to provide you with a solid
understanding of mathematics and the ability to use it. In
addition to fundamental mathematical theory, you will be
trained in applying mathematical modeling and computational
methods to formulate and solve practical problems arising in
business, finance, government, engineering, physical science,
life science, and social science.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

BSc. New Energy Science & Engineering

BBA Financial Engineering (offered Jointly with SME and SDS)

This programme is the first of its kind in China. Exploring
revolutionary methods of carbon-free energy, New Energy
Science and Engineering combines traditional subjects of
physics, chemistry, materials science and environmental
science, as well as more specialized disciplines, such
as biomolecular engineering, photochemistry and
electrochemistry. The programme is designed to prepare
graduates to respond to energy challenges by exploring solar
energy conversion (photovoltaic, biofuel); production and
storage of hydrogen and fuel cells; energy storage (battery,
supercapacitor); new energy power generation (thermal
power); energy efficiency and energy saving; and smart grids.

See entry under “School of Management and Economics”
for details of this programme.

Postgraduate
MSc. Data Science
MSc. Financial Engineering
EMSc. Supply Chain & Logistics Management
MPhil-Ph.D. Computer & Information Engineering
MPhil-Ph.D. Materials Science & Engineering

Contact Us
86-755-8427-3833
sse@cuhk.edu.cn
http://sse.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen · School of Data Science

SCHOOL OF DATA SCIENCE
Undergraduate
BEng. Computer Science & Engineering

BSc. Data Science and Big Data Technology

Computer Science and Engineering is fundamental to the
information age, crossing disciplinary boundaries and
having wide application throughout society. China has made
remarkable progress in the past decade, and information and
communication technology has been central to its growth.
Computers have now permeated all aspects of society and
are integral to such industries as commerce, finance, military,
science and technology, education, media, and entertainment.
Graduates will acquire a solid foundation in math, science
and business, with widely applicable knowledge and skills
that will place them at the leading edge of their chosen fields.
With the development of computerization, the demand for
computer scientists will become increasingly prominent,
especially in the Pearl River Delta area, where graduates with
a world vision will be in very high demand.

This major seeks to cultivate the data science professionals
of the future for both academic and practical application.
These individuals will have a solid foundation in mathematics
and statistics, calculation and analytical skills, in addition to
the ability to propose scalable solutions to real data analysis
problems. It is an interdisciplinary approach covering a range
of data analysis elements including collection, collation,
analysis and decision-making. The program covers a wide
range of fields relative to big data, including operations
research, statistics, machine learning, operations management,
and decision science. The outstanding research and practice
platform offered by CUHK Shenzhen will help students to gain
invaluable research experience and create links with industry,
including IBM, JD.com, SF Express and Tencent.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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BSc. Statistics
Data Science
Financial Statistics
Statistical Science
Technological developments have facilitated massive
compilations of data in many fields. While this creates
opportunities for application, the collection, analysis and
interpretation of this data brings new challenges. To meet this
rising demand, our Statistics programmes are designed to
encompass the core subjects of the field, while maintaining
a balance between theory and practice. Topics covered
include the foundations of statistics, computing and data
management, statistical theories and methods, and statistical
applications in business, finance, medicine, actuarial science,
quality control and risk management science.

BBA Financial Engineering (offered Jointly with SME and SSE)
See entry under “School of Management and Economics”
for details of this programme.

Taught Postgraduate
MSc. in Financial Engineering
MSc. in Data Science

Research Postgraduate
Ph.D. Programme in Data Science

Contact Us
86-755-2351-7000
sds@cuhk.edu.cn
https://sds.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen · School of Life and Health Sciences
Warshel Institute for Computational Biology

Kobilka Institute of Innovative Drug Discovery

Ciechanover Institute of Precision and Regenerative Medicine

Arieh Warshel

Brian Kobilka

Aaron J. Ciechanover

Nobel Laureate, Chemistry 2013

Nobel Laureate, Chemistry 2012

Nobel Laureate, Chemistry 2004

SCHOOL OF LIFE & HEALTH SCIENCES
Undergraduate

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

BSc. Bioinformatics

BEng. Biomedical Science & Engineering

Advances in bioinformatics and computational biology are
redefining our understanding of biology in the molecular level.
Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary program, students will
learn diverse fields like molecular biology, computer science,
physics, chemistry, statistics and data science. Bioinformatics
serves as a foundation to understand life processes in
biological systems through computational methods, and
to discover novel biological phenomena in the increasingly
data-centric biological and biomedical sciences. The mission
of this programme is to equip students with knowledge
and techniques in the study of genomic sequences and
biomolecular structures, and their functions and dynamics in
the biological systems; and to accelerate the translation of
research discoveries to improve healthcare.

This programme trains you to innovatively apply science,
engineering and technology in an interdisciplinary manner
to solve biological and medical problems. Understanding
complex living systems and engineering corresponding to
remedies are at the heart of improving human health. Focal
areas may include systems biology; cellular and tissue
engineering; neuroengineering, computational biology, and
sensors, instrumentation, and micro/nanotechnology. Our aim
is to educate the next generation of biomedical scientists and
engineers with an aspiration of serving society and advancing
healthcare technologies.

18

BSc. Pharmaceutical Science
Join a life-changing industry that applies modern technology to the
systematic study of drugs. Touching upon Traditional Chinese Medicine
in addition to modern pharmacy, you will trace the discovery and
design of medicine from the source through preparation, application
and management to developing drug design based on human genomics
data and known protein structures. This program will provide you with
the basic knowledge and skills in pharmaceutical science, in addition to
mastering the techniques in drug preparation, quality control evaluation,
and the assessment of rational drug use.

BSc. Medicine*
The new Clinical Medicine programme is built from the CUHK School
of Medicine, a world leading medical faculty amongst the best in Asia.
This major will provide the scientific underpinning for a successful career
in a wide range of medical specialties. Building on already established
programmes at CUHK-Shenzhen, this 6-year programme will help
students learn medical practices in primary health care institutions,
focusing on both rigorous medical education as well as medical ethics,
early clinical experience and communication skills, and self-directed,
problem-based learning methods.
*Please refer to https://www.cuhk.edu.cn/en or your university representative
for more detail information

Postgraduate
MPhil-Ph.D. Biological Sciences

Contact Us
86-755-2351-9000
lhs@cuhk.edu.cn
http://lhs.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen · School of Humanities and Social Science

SCHOOL OF
HUMANITIES
& SOCIAL
SCIENCE

Undergraduate
BSc. Applied Psychology
Take a rigorous scientific approach to the study of human
behavior and human mental processes. With concepts dating
back to ancient times, the historical legacy of psychology
offers well established scientific approaches for understanding
human behaviors and human mental processes. In
addition to the fundamentals of Applied Psychology, you
will study scientific research methodology, critical analysis
and reasoning for conducting and disseminating research
findings to diverse international standards. On graduation,
you will have a solid foundation for careers including human
resource management, marketing and sales, public relations,
counselling, social work, law enforcement, and education.

BA Translation
This programme will provide a solid foundation in basic
Chinese-English translation and interpreting skills. The
curriculum focuses on issues of contemporary society and
covers a wide range of topics so that you can be a competent
professional in cross cultural communication and language
services. With the help of IT-based facilities, you will become
acquainted with new technologies in the field and become
efficient users. Students applying to this course will require
near native English and advanced Chinese ability.

BA English
International Corporate Communication
Legal Communication
Language Technology
Our English Studies programme takes a unique approach by
merging the learning of language and communication skills
with the acquisition of discipline-specific knowledge. Adopting
an “English + X” model, this programme offers language study
specializing in international corporate culture communication,
legal affairs, or language technology. Students will acquire
a high level of professional communicative competence
in English;
a firm grounding in language studies which can be critically
and creatively applied in a variety of professional contexts;
a strong awareness and clear understanding of intercultural
communication in multilingual settings that enhance their
global outlook and cultural appreciation;
the ability to apply their strong communication skills to
solving real-world problems effectively in local and global
multilingual professional settings.
Graduates will therefore be application-oriented, versatile
language professionals with broad global vision and strong
cultural awareness who are interested in pursuing careers or
further academic studies in their chosen field.

Postgraduate
admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

MA. Global Studies
MA. Simultaneous Interpreting
MA. Translation & Interpreting Studies
MSc. Applied Psychology

20

Contact Us
86-755-8427-3180
shssug@cuhk.edu.cn
http://hss.cuhk.edu.cn/en

Study @CUHK-Shenzhen · School of Music

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CUHK-Shenzhen is proud to host to one of Shenzhen’s new
elite cultural institutions, the Shenzhen Conservatory of Music.
With growing demand for music and artistic talents, the
Conservatory will integrate advanced educational philosophies
and build an innovative, international, and world-leading higher
institution for music and dance. The School will be led by an
international faculty comprising world-renowned performers,
composers, researchers and educators. We are seeking the best
domestic and international talents to join our first programme,
Music Performance. In the coming years, both undergraduate
and postgraduate programmes will be available in Composition,
Musicology, and Dance reflecting eastern and western culture,
classical music and Broadway musicals.

BA Music Performance
This unique programme applies a rigorous study scheme to
train the next generation of professional performers through
a strong emphasis in practical skills and musicianship. The
comprehensive training will allow an instrumentalist or singer
to become a versatile musician capable of being a soloist or a
significant member in an extended group such as an orchestra
or an opera company. However, it also offers you a variety of
practical electives, such as music therapy, music management
and promotion, recording and editing, or world music and
popular music. After graduating, you will immediately be able
to enter the professional world in a range of music-related
positions, from performance to research to management.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Study @CUHK-Shenzhen

CUHK-Shenzhen Foundation Courses
Component
Language

Subject

Units

Chinese

3

English

12

Schedule
Year 1
Year 1-2

IT

1

Year 1

PE and Health

2

Year 1

In Dialogue with Humanity

3

Year 1

In Dialogue with Nature

3

Year 1

Chinese Cultural Heritage

3

Nature, Science and Technology

3

Society and Culture

3

Self and Humanity

3

Core Courses

General
Education

Credits

36

Year 2+
At least one
course from
these 4 areas

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

Major Requirement

54-72*

Free Electives

12-30*

* Some programs require more General Education or free electives
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Enriching your academic palette

ENRICHING
YOUR ACADEMIC PALETTE
Engage with the greatest ideas

Build your language proficiency

General Education (GE)
The foundation of education at CUHK, General Education (GE)
is an award winning course. These intriguing courses will
instill you with an awareness of critical powers and cultural
sensitivity, qualities that define an educated world citizen of
today and tomorrow. Combining Chinese humanistic ideals
and western liberal arts to explore cultural heritage, you’ll
learn to take a critical perspective on humanity, nature and
perennial issues. GE connects your intellectual pursuits at
study, at home and in the community in order to help you
become a lifelong learner with global awareness.

Pump up your employment credentials by learning Chinese with
our expert Chinese teaching staff. With the ever-growing stature
of China, businesses around the world seek new employees
with Chinese language abilities and cultural awareness. Indeed,
language is likely to be one of the most challenging, but also
potentially the most rewarding aspects of your time at CUHKShenzhen. While all our courses are taught in English, we’ll
help you adapt to your new environment with a weekly program
of Chinese classes to help you communicate in spoken and
written forms. Catering for all abilities, content will range from
daily necessities up to analysis of complex reading materials.

Create your greatest ideas

Support for the greatest ideas

Makers Workshop (in association with Stanford University)
The Center for Innovation Design and Entrepreneurship
(CIDE)

Effective language use, whether it be English or Chinese, is
the key to understanding and being understood. Studying at
CUHK-Shenzhen will pose a number of linguistic challenges,
but the Self-Access Language Learning (SALL) Centre is
available to help you overcome language difficulties. The
language of academic study intimidates native speakers.
For students learning English, this challenge is even more
intimidating. Simultaneously, Chinese is widely considered
one of the most difficult languages to learn. Therefore, to
support your English and Chinese tuition, the SALL Centre
offers additional programs and activities, allowing you to learn
in a way that suits your specific learning style.
“Education is not merely the transmission
of knowledge and skills.”
Prof. Yangsheng Xu
President, CUHK-Shenzhen
Academician of Chinese Academy
of Engineering
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CUHK-Shenzhen helps you to build your dreams. With
the aim of creating innovative, forward-thinking and
principled leaders, the Center for Innovation Design and
Entrepreneurship (CIDE) and the newly established Makers
Workshop offers you additional courses and facilities. Rather
than being told what to think, these facilities encourage you
to explore and discover by yourself. Extend yourself well
beyond the confines of the traditional classroom in pursuit
of the betterment of business and society. Operating under
the philosophy of ‘ask questions and make things happen’,
the hands on workshops and research facilities are designed
to help discover breakthrough technologies. Topics covered
in CIDE have included Emotional Intelligence, Biotech
Entrepreneurship and Ecosystem Resource Management.

Enriching your academic palette

University of Alberta
The University of British Columbia

University College Cork
University College Dublin
Erasmus University Rotterdam
School of Management
University of Groningen

University of Minnesota
University of California, Berkeley

Instituto Tecnológico
Autónomo de México

ESADE Business School Ramon Llull University
IE University

University of Michigan
University of California, Los Angeles

Bocconi University

University of Notre Dame

University of Padova

University of Wisconsin-Madison

University of Sussex

Politecnico di Milano

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

University College London

University of Pennsylvania

University of Exeter

LUISS - Libera Università
Internazionale degli Studi
Sociali Guido Carli

University of California, Irvine

The London School of Economics and Political Science

Boston University

University of Cambridge

Columbia University

University of Southampton

North Carolina State University

University of Oxford

University of California, Riverside

University of St Andrews

University of Texas at Dallas

University of York

University of South Carolina

University of Bristol

University of California, San Diego

University of Warwick

Universidade Federal de
Minas Gerais

University of Southern California
University of Chicago
Carnegie Mellon University
Yale University
admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

University of California, Davis
Syracuse University, Whitman
School of Management
Middlebury Institute of International
Studies at Monterey (MIIS)
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Greatest ideas from around the world
In addition to offering you high quality education in China, we’re also your gateway the
world’s leading educational institutions. With an ever-growing list of famous universities,
it is no surprise that two in every three CUHK-Shenzhen students experience Exchange,
Summer or Visiting Programs abroad. Even if you are not interested in short term
study options, some academic courses feature joint programs, tripartite agreements or
postgraduate study opportunities (eg 3+2 or 4+1 programs).

Sungkyunkwan University
Chung-Ang University
Copenhagen Business School

Hanyang University

Norwegian School of Economics

KAIST

Aalto University

Yonsei University

CUHK-Shenzhen
Partner Universities

Pohang University of Science and Technology
Ewha Womans University
Seoul National University

Sophia University

New Economic School

Waseda University

National Research University
Higher School of Economics

Aoyama Gakuin University
Hiroshima University

Warsaw School of Economics

Toyo University

KU LEUVEN

Kwansei Gakuin University

University of Antwerp

Nagoya University of
Commerce and Business

Hautes Etudes Commerciales Paris
EDHEC Business School

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

EM Strasbourg Business School

The University of Hong Kong

Toulouse Business School

University of Macau

European Institute of Information Technology

National Tsing Hua University
University of St. Gallen
The Graduate Institute
TU Dortmund University
University of Cologne
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
University of Konstanz

The University of New South Wales

Technical University of Munich

National University of Singapore
Singapore Management University

The University of Newcastle
The University of Melbourne
The University of Queensland

Nanyang Technological University

University of Auckland
University of Otago

University of Malaya

Waikato University

Mahidol University
Chulalongkorn University

Joint Degree Scheme

Exchange Program

Map by courtesy of Academic Links Office, CUHK-Shenzhen.

Visiting Program

Summer Progarm
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Experience CUHK-Shenzhen life

A peaceful campus designed for
relaxation and study...
CUHK-Shenzhen is located on picturesque grounds,
south of Universiade Park in Longgang District.
Beautifully landscaped, surrounded by rolling, treecovered hills and dotted with lakes, the campus is
modelled after the main CUHK campus. It’s a campus
designed to support your academic endeavors, whilst
providing outstanding recreational facilities for rest,
relaxation and extra-curricular passions... an idyllic
setting where you can spend your time with friends,
classmates and academic staff.

EXPERIENCE CU
...where there’s always something going on...
A constant program of events are hosted by student clubs,
academic departments, colleges and university management.
Traditional performances, competitions, seminars, outreach
trips, charity activities and visitor lectures are just a sample of
the events which reflect the diverse cultures and interests of
this international university.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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The 17th Artist-in-Residence Programme—Jean Abreu

The university is well furnished with all the
necessities for daily student life, including:

HK-SHENZHEN LIFE

...or an excuse to find your own fun
Alternately, you may prefer a little solitude or time with select friends. Hit
the gyms, take a dip in the pool, stroll amongst the surrounding natural
scenery, chill with a cup of tea, catch up with yourself in a meditation room
or any one of so many other different options. And, if you can’t find your
interest on campus, go further afield to explore the culture, parks, beaches
and, of course, shopping boasted by Shenzhen and the surrounding region.

2 libraries
Campus wide wifi
6 Canteens
4 Tea / Coffee shops
Bank & ATMs
Bakery
Hairdresser
Starbucks
Subway
2 Convenience stores
Book store
Gift store
IT Centre
Vending machines
Printing & photocopying services
Health clinic
Meditation rooms
Music rooms
Multiple gyms – including weight lifting
and cardio
Olympic standard swimming pool
Sports facilities (eg indoor and outdoor
basketball courts, badminton courts, dance
studios, table tennis room, tennis court,
football field, volleyball court, taekwondo
room, billiards room, rock climbing wall)
Art & Calligraphy rooms and display halls
Synthetic running track
Nature park
Shopping malls, cinemas and other
entertainment are a short bus trip from campus

“It warms my heart to get involved
with students at campus activities.
Together we study, carve Halloween
pumpkins, sing Christmas carols,
paint Easter eggs, play sports and
enjoy life at CUHK-Shenzhen.
Together we develop as a whole
person: socially, academically,
physically, creatively and spiritually.”
Dr. Charles Kieffer
Senior Lecturer, School of
Humanities and Social Sciences
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Experience CUHK-Shenzhen life

Based on the British traditions of Oxford and Cambridge, CUHKShenzhen offers a unique college system – an environment graduates
identify amongst their fondest memories. The colleges are congenial
communities, where every room offers a chance to meet fellow
residents, make new friends and grow together. All undergraduate
students live in college accommodation. Most international students
receive a scholarship for free accommodation.
At CUHK-Shenzhen, there are four Colleges: Shaw, Diligentia, Muse
and Harmonia. Each has their own facilities (eg gym, shared kitchen,
laundry, self-study rooms, TV rooms, meditation rooms, dance studios
and music rooms) and distinct character which will quickly become
your home away from home. Allocation to colleges is done randomly
before you arrive at university.

Your home away
from home

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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Get social
The best way to meet people is to find others with similar interests. At CUHK-Shenzhen there are over 60 clubs and societies
for almost every taste. Create your unique story by participating in an existing society or starting one of your own.

Practical Clubs

Academic Clubs

Sports Clubs

Cultural Clubs

Model United Nations
Photography Club
Campus Media Agents
Cooking Pioneer
iCraft Club
Veg Up

Math Pi
English Animator
Cantonese Club
TEDxCUHKSZ
Astronomy Society

Outdoor Club
Badminton Club
Martial Art Union
Table Tennis Club
Ultimate Frisbee
Lg Football Club
Volleyball Club
Tennis Club
E-sport Club
Sword Fencing Club
Board Game Club
Lawn Bowling and Floor Curling

Phantom Club
Max Dancing Club
Calligraphy Club
Film Club
Chess Club
Music Union
Conjurers Union
Lulu Drawing Club
The Mask Studio
Electronic Music Club
Tea & Culture Club
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Life as an international student

LIFE AS AN
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT
International travel can be difficult,
but living and studying in China
presents a further diverse array of
challenges. Fortunately, we have a
team of experts ready to support you
throughout your studies.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en
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The one stop shop for international students
To help you make sense of what can be a very confusing
environment, the International Scholars & Students Services
Office (ISSSO) is your one stop office. We’re here to ensure
you can relax and focus on your studies while enjoying life
at CUHK-Shenzhen. Visas to scholarships, airport pickups to
health checks all the way through to graduation and beyond.
If you’re not sure where to turn for help, ISSSO will help you
adapt to life in China.

Services on Arrival

√
√
√
√
√

Pre-departure advice
Airport pick-up upon arrival if arriving in a group
Orientation
Mathematics and Chinese Pre-sessional
Assistance with visa matters, including visa extensions and
meeting compliance requirements

Mental and physical health
Unfortunately, in such a high pressure environment sickness is a constant
threat. Whether it be a minor health complaint or difficulties coping
with stress, CUHK-Shenzhen has professionals ready to help. Our health
clinic offers medical treatment and public health education advice while
the counselling team is available to provide confidential psychological
counselling. You will also have access to around the clock assistance.
College staff are on call all day, every day throughout the year. If you
encounter a problem or just need someone to talk to, your residential tutor,
the residential tutor on duty, the tower warden, the college administrative
staff and even the master of the college are all here to help you.

Getting into the work place
You’re here to study, but we understand that this is a continuation
towards your brilliant career. To support your journey, we have careers
specialists at both school and university levels to ensure you are striding
in the right direction. Whether you’re seeking internship opportunities,
completing job applications or planning your post-graduation endeavors,
we’ll help you access one of the most dynamic employment centres
in China – Shenzhen and the Greater Bay Area. It’s the perfect
environment to dip your toe into the world of work.

Adapting to the academic
environment
The real purpose for coming here is to
study and this can pose a substantial
challenge for even the strongest students.
In addition to professors who are always
willing to offer advice and the Self Access
Language Learning Centre (SALL) which
provides Chinese and English support,
each student will also be allocated an
Academic Advisor and a Peer Mentor. Your
academic advisor is a senior staff who can
provide guidance about any study related
issue you may encounter – from difficulties
with a particular course, to decisions for
future studies or your postgraduate and
career choices.

Even with all the knowledge CUHK-Shenzhen has to offer, the business
world can be intimidating. We offer you an External Mentor Program
to make the transition from study to employment. Networking is a key
to success and your external mentor will provide assistance otherwise
unavailable to most individuals.

After you graduate
After you complete your studies at CUHK-Shenzhen, we’ll always be
here for you. Offering numerous benefits, our Alumni program helps
you to grow together with the university. The resources of our Career
Services Centre, access to the university facilities (such as the library)
and networking opportunities with classmates and academics are just
some of the tools which help our graduates to excel. So, even though
it might be a few years away, you can rest assured that your CUHKShenzhen experience won’t finish on receipt of your degree.

However, sometimes the best person
to understand you is an individual in a
similar situation to you. Therefore, you will
also have a peer mentor, a senior student
experienced in CUHK-Shenzhen life. This
person is bound to know the answers to all
the most pressing and often unanswered
questions – How to use the washing
machines? What time does the gym close?
How to find a significant other?
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Location, location, location

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Ranked second on Lonely Planet’s list of

‘top 10 cities to visit in 2019’,
Shenzhen is a modern coastal cosmopolitan metropolis with a booming business
environment. Located in southern Guangdong Province, it is just 30 minutes to
Guangzhou or 15 minutes to Hong Kong by high-speed train.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

Shenzhen has become a major financial center of southern
China. Its modern cityscape and burgeoning economy
developed after the Special Economic Zone was established
in 1979. It has one of the busiest container ports in the
world and is headquarters of numerous high-tech companies
such as Huawei, ZTC, Tencent and TCL.
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The city also has a youthful vibrancy, flourishing with
shopping malls, restaurants, cinemas, cafes, pubs and clubs.
However, the ideal climate allows a full appreciation of the
outdoors. Shenzhen is one of the greenest cities in China
with almost 60,000 hectares of woodlands, mountains
and more than 900 public parks. It is also surrounded by a
fantastic array of beaches and coastline.

Getting to Campus

1 hour

Beijing

from Shenzhen Baoan
International Airport

2 hours

from Hong Kong
International Airport

Shanghai

Shenzhen
Guangzhou
Macau

Hong Kong
More transportation information is available at
https://www.cuhk.edu.cn/en/page/4908
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Applying to CUHK-Shenzhen

APPLYING TO CUHK-SHENZHEN
Important Dates
October

Applications for new academic year open

November

Applications for Early Admissions close

December / January

Online Math Test and interviews for Early Admissions applications

Step 3: The offer
If you are offered a position at CUHK-Shenzhen, you will
receive either a conditional or unconditional offer. A conditional
offer is provided when you apply before all your final scores
are available. This means we offer you a position and perhaps
a scholarship, but the offer is dependent on meeting specific
conditions (eg minimum scores in a test). When you can
demonstrate you have achieved the conditions, you will be
sent an unconditional offer.

February

Applications for Round 2 close

March

Online Math Test and interviews for Round 2 applications

May

Late admission applications close

May - June

Online Math Test and interviews for late admissions
*please note that the date might be adjusted each year,
email intlugapply@cuhk.edu.cn for up to date information.

How to apply
Step 1: The application
To apply for CUHK-Shenzhen, start by completing the online
application (https://ugapply.cuhk.edu.cn/inun). You will need
to submit the following documents.
1. Academic transcript(s)
2. Predicted scores in a recognized standardized test (if available)
3. Proof of English proficiency
4. Copy of passport photo page
During the online application, you will answer questions which
will comprise your personal statement. You will also write a
short essay and need to provide contact details for one or two
referees who can offer references to support your application.
When submitting your application, please note our admissions
standards on the right hand side (What is the minimum entry
requirement?)
Where a document is not in English, it must be accompanied
by a certified English translation by an expert translator or
official translator. Original copies of all academic documents,
both the original and the translated transcripts, will be
required for verification upon admission to CUHK-Shenzhen.

admissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

Step 2: The interview
If your application is accepted, you may be invited for an
interview. The interview will be conducted by academic staff
who will critically analyze your knowledge of and experience
in your chosen field of study. Their evaluation will determine
your ability to meet our rigorous academic standards and
whether you deserve a scholarship.
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Step 4: Accepting the offer
If you decide to accept the offer, you must confirm you place
by making an Advanced Tuition Fee payment of 19,000 RMB
within 2 weeks. This amount will be deducted from your Tuition
Fees when you start studying at CUHK-Shenzhen. Failure to
make this payment may result in any offer becoming invalid.

Entry requirements
Who can apply?
Applicants must have held a passport from a country or region
other than Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao or Taiwan for
a minimum 4 years. Successful applicants will demonstrate
academic achievements and linguistic abilities required to
study at CUHK-Shenzhen.

What qualifications are required?
Applicants for CUHK-Shenzhen must have one or more of
the following:
General Certificate of Education (GCE);
International Baccalaureate Diploma (IB);
Local national higher education entrance examination,
for example: high school diploma plus SAT (USA), UEC/
STPM (Malaysia), ATAR (Australia), OSSD (Canada);
at least one complete year of undergraduate study at a
qualified university.

What is the minimum entry requirement?
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen seeks top
quality students. Our minimum entry requirements, based on
the recognized qualifications listed above, are:
an overall score in the top 20%,
core subjects (mathematics, English and subjects directly
related to your major) also within the top 20%.
However, achieving this standard does not guarantee a position.
Students who are in the top 10% for both criteria may be
considered for scholarships (see page 36).

What is the minimum English language requirement?
Applicants must demonstrate an acceptable level of proficiency in
English. The minimum standards are:

Test (English Language)

Minimum

IELTS

TOEFL

6.0
Paper-based test

550

Computer-based test

213

Internet-based test
SAT Reasoning Test (Old)
SAT (New) Evidence-Based Reading and Writing

80
8
590

GCSE/ IGCSE/ GCE-OL

C

GCE-AL/ AS

E

IB

4

A more comprehensive list of English requirements, can be found at
https://intladmissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en/page/27

Tuition & expenses
Tuition Fee: the annual tuition fee for the 2021 intake is 95,000
RMB (approximately USD $13,500). Tuition fees can be offset
through successful scholarship application (see page 36).
Accommodation Fee: Annual accommodation fees 1,200 RMB
(est USD $180). However most international students will receive
a scholarship which includes accommodation.
Miscellaneous Study Fee: 500 RMB (est USD $80) per academic year.
Medical Insurance: 320 RMB (est USD $50) per academic year.
Textbooks: dependent on courses in addition to your study
preferences, approximately 1,200 RMB (est USD $190).
Monthly expenses: dependent on lifestyle and preferences,
approximately 2,000 RMB (est USD $315) should cover meals,
power, water and entertainment.

“If you are a bright, free spirited and dynamic
student, aspiring to be a future leader, pursue
your dream with like-minded young people at
CUHK-Shenzhen.”

THROUGH
LEARNING AND
TEMPERANCE
TO VIRTUE

Prof. Zhiquan Luo
Vice President (Academic), CUHK-Shenzhen
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Scholarships & Financial Support

SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Entry Scholarships for 4 years

College Scholarships

If your application for CUHK-Shenzhen is successful, you will
automatically be considered for an entry scholarship. There
are five types of entry scholarship:

The colleges at CUHK-Shenzhen each offer their residents
annual scholarships ranging from 1,000-3,000 RMB. These
scholarships are determined by each college and may be
awarded for service to the residence, academic merit, social
practice or contributions in sports and the arts.

Honours scholarship, includes full tuition, accommodation
and a living stipend (120,000 RMB/yr),
Full Tuition Scholarship + accommodation (96,200 RMB/yr),
Half Tuition Scholarship + accommodation (48,700 RMB/yr),
Quarter Tuition Scholarship + accommodation
(24,950 RMB/yr), or
Accommodation only (1,200 RMB/yr).
Scholarships will be awarded based on your demonstrated
ability to cope with the rigours of studying at CUHK-Shenzhen.
Therefore, academic achievement and experience or knowledge
of your field of study will be of particular importance. Entry
scholarships will cover the four year duration of your study at
CUHK-Shenzhen, provided your GPA remains above 3.0.
The Honours Scholarship will only be available to applicants
who apply for Early Admission (before 30 November 2020).
The maximum scholarship available to candidates who submit
their application for the Late Admissions (after 1 March 2021)
will be Half Tuition Scholarship. Candidates who do not pay
their Advanced Tuition Fee within the deadline of receiving their
offer will have their scholarship offer withdrawn.

Academic Performance Scholarship
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In addition to the Entry Scholarship, students with
outstanding academic performance may receive one of
three Academic Performance Scholarships:
Tier 1 (80,000 RMB/yr)
Tier 2 (40,000 RMB/yr)
Tier 3 (20,000 RMB/yr)
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Guangdong Government Scholarship
With the aim of attracting more outstanding international
students, the Guangdong Government has made available
a number of scholarships worth 10,000 RMB per student.
Applications are invited at the start of the academic year and
are only open to full time students.

Shenzhen Universiade International Scholarship
The Shenzhen Universiade (university games) promoted
sporting spirit whilst boosting cultural and educational
exchange of international youth. This foundation supports
full-time international students at the bachelor level or above
in Shenzhen. The scholarship ranges from 20,000 RMB to
40,000 RMB. Applications open in April each year.

Work-study Program
Student assistants are in high demanded throughout the
university, including the library, academic departments and
administrative offices. Students are paid up to 1000 RMB
per month.

“In this university everybody has a chance of receiving a
global-standard education regardless of their financial status.
The school and the local government have provided me with
financial funds for my academic and social achievements.”
Anna Kamneva, Russia
School of Management and Economics

Ready to apply to CUHK-Shenzhen?
Study hard to get good scores
Think carefully about what makes you happy and
where you want your life to go
Choose a major you love (see pages 12-21)
Meet the application deadline
and entry requirements (see page 34-35)
Collect all necessary documents (see page 34)
Complete online application
(visit https://ugapply.cuhk.edu.cn/inun)
Cross your fingers
If you are lucky, join a scholarship interview
Conditional
Offer

Receive your conditional offer
Reserve your place and scholarship by
paying the advanced tuition fee

SinO

Passport

Submit your final scores when available to
receive an unconditional offer
Apply for visa to study in China
Book flights to Shenzhen, China
Pack for an exciting university life
Wave goodbye to your old life
Welcome to the Chinese University of
Hong Kong, Shenzhen

Contact Us
86-755-8427-3284
intladmissions@cuhk.edu.cn
https://intladmissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

International Admissions
Room 404, Student Center
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shenzhen
2001 Longxiang Blvd., Longgang District
Shenzhen, Guangdong, P. R. China
Postal Code: 518172
facebook.com/cuhksz

cuhksz

cuhksz

intladmissions.cuhk.edu.cn/en

CUHK-Shenzhen

cuhksz2014

